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Using all that We Love from
Different AAC
Methodologies, Together!
Tracy Bannon, MS CCC-SLP

“There are No
Prerequisites to
use AAC!”
National Joint Committee for the Communication Needs for
Persons with Severe Disabilities; Key points from the ASHA
website

Learner Outcomes
01

02

The learner will understand
the basic principles of Object
Based (PECS), Natural
Language (Core) and Sign
Language, as they relate to
AAC use, and identify
aspects of each system that
are beneficial for individual
learners.

The learner will be able
to take basic principles
of Object Based, Natural
Language and Sign
Language to create AAC
means individualized to
their students or
clients.

Alternate- verbal
Students who don’t communicate
using true, understandable verbal
words. They may use gestures,
vocalizations, facial expressions,
etc.

Non-Meaningful Verbal
Students who can speak clear,
understandable words, however do
not typically speak in an effective
manner to make their needs, wants
and ideals known to others.
(Echolalia)

03
The learner will have the
knowledge needed to
educate teams in their
schools or clinics on the
best AAC strategies, or
combinations of strategies,
to use for individual
learners.

Minimally Verbal
Students with a limited
vocabulary, typically of
their primary reinforcers
or unintelligible speakers.

“We need to develop a robust set of
tools -strategies and routines- that help
us address student variance. It’s easy to
come to rely on two or three “trusty”
instructional strategies, like worksheets
and lectures. Those are of little help in
planning for a variety of student
needs.”

01
AAC
Ideologies

— Carol Ann Tomlinson

Sign Language as an AAC Strategy
Sign Language is not
considered AAC, as it is a
language, however, we do use
elements of sign, in the form
of gestures, as an
alternative to traditional
verbal speech with early
language learners.

Most Common AAC Methodologies

Object
Based

The Behavior of
Communication

Natural
Language
The Language of
Communication

Let's talk about Object Based Communication!
What is Object Based Communication?
●
●
●

Utilizes tangible items
Incorporates highly motivating objects
Requires engagement with a
communication partner

Object Based Communication typically
involves a binder of individual pictures.

Pros and Cons of Object Based Communication

Typical Object Based
Communication System

Let's talk about Natural Language Communication!

What do we like best about using Object Based Communication Strategies

What is Natural Language Communication?

Pros

Cons

Uses tangible items

Tends to be only noun based

Uses highly motivating items

Pictures are for single use

Teaches the need for a partner

Notebooks can be cluttered,
with pictures difficult to find

Builds object vocabulary

Individual pictures can go
missing

PECS Book

●
●
●

Utilizes Core Words
Takes advantage of Motor Pathways
Learning
Can be used in a variety of settings

Natural Language Communication is used in
Core Boards and most high tech AAC apps
and devices..

Pros and Cons of Natural Language Communication
What do we like best about using Natural Language Communication Strategies

Pros

Grids can be overwhelming

Develops Motor Pathways Learning

Pictures can difficult to
associate with a desired item

10%

45%

Other

Natural Language

Gestures, modified signs,
vocalizations

Limited vocabulary
development for specific items

Transitions well to high tech
apps/devices

TouchChat
By Saltillo

AAC Strategies Should Include…

Object Based

Can be used across multiple settings

Employs vocabulary similar to same
aged peers

Typical Core Language
Communication System

45%

Cons

Can be difficult to expand
easily

The best of the strategies!
Naturally
developing words
A well
organized
format

Vocabulary
Expansion

Can be used for a
variety of Pragmatic
purposes

Engagement with
a Communication
partner

Easy to use!
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Adapted GoTalk

Combo Ideas

Center Core Fringe Board

The C-Book

The C-Book

The C-Book,
Proloquo2Go

Did you find the combination approach beneficial?
★

SCPS
Reviews!

★
★

★

★
★

“Yes, this had worked well for this student. He has thrived on
the simplicity of the core board.”
“Yes, by reducing steps it helped her better understand the
concept behind using pics to express herself.”
“Traditional PECS was a little too much for (student), so the
Core Board helped cut down a few steps and made him
more successful. He is now going into his book and looking
for pictures himself instead of just relying on us putting pics
on the book cover.”
“PECS was more of a game for (student), but using the Core
Board, she has recently begun expressing her wants more
effectively.”
“Yes, we began with a core board on top of her PECS book
and moved to the Go Talk.”
“Yes, we began with a core board and quickly realized she
needed more.”

Thanks!
Tracy Bannon
Bannonta@staffordschools.net
540-899-6000, opt 1
Staffordschools.net
tracyann.oliveri@gmail.com
540-287-1778
https://sites.google.com/view/speechtherapy
withmstracy/hom
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